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the book is organized into three main sections, which include a discussion of the history of sheng, an
analysis of the emergence of sheng as a new youth vernacular, and its current forms, and a

discussion of the nairobi street culture with which the youth of nairobi identify. there are over fifty
pages of appendices with glossaries and additional information on sheng-related topics, and a

glossary of all the terms and phrases used in the text (pp. 320-337). an appendix contains a sample
of sheng as used in a few of the interviews (p. 358). lagat's most original contribution is his

discussion of the phenomenon of "adoption" of sheng, a linguistic process in which sheng is adopted
and modified by the speakers of sheng, to create a new variety. adoption has been the subject of a

number of studies, as most closely related to the emergence of variants in the english language, and
lagat's concept of this process is a new and original contribution to this field (pp. 90-93). he points

out that adoption is not in itself "dialectal" or "classical," since the adoption of sheng by youths who
speak sheng as their first language has no effect on the status of sheng as a dialect of kiswahili.
instead, the adoption of sheng leads to the creation of a new variety, which is often termed the

"adopted sheng" (as), which is a new language in its own right, as distinct from sheng. the result is
that the adoption process can be taken forward and back again at will, in a continuum from sheng, to
as, to kiswahili, to standard kiswahili, and finally back to sheng, depending on the "personalities" of
the speakers and the contexts in which they use sheng (p. 95). adoption is a process in which the

speakers of sheng interact with each other, and with the various other dialects of kiswahili that are
spoken in the country, in a way which results in the emergence of a new variety, as.
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if the matatu is the vehicle that connects nairobi to the rest of the country, the airport is the perfect
resting place before you continue on your journey. it is here, in this relatively small but interesting
space, that masai mara national reserve sits like a deep green jewel in a deep blue sea. the masai
mara is one of kenya's top tourist attractions, and the area around the airport is particularly pretty

and interesting, and full of life, not just in the wild but around the airport itself. the airport has a
collection of tatty but still fairly attractive little bars/restaurants and shops. it is not a very modern or
user-friendly place, but it is a good place to get some ideas of how a matatu driver would act when

driving around the city. in my opinion, this is the first point to see, and i would recommend doing this
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on the first day you arrive in nairobi.. prior to the arrival of the tourists, nairobi, the capital of kenya,
was a small town with a few hotels and only a few shops. nowadays, nairobi has become a very
crowded town. the people are very friendly to visitors. this book, i believe, is the culmination of
kiprop lagats research into sheng, and his new translation of this work is a joy to read, not least
because of the quality of his text, which is, if anything, even more than usual, idiosyncratic, and

occasionally obscene. although this is his first book, he has a masterful grasp of nairobi vernacular,
and the extensive appendices of actual and potential sounds are an extremely useful resource for

anyone who wants to write nairobi-based fiction or prose, a group which, as i have observed
elsewhere, is sadly dwindling. lagat sets out to document the emergence of sheng, and to give a first
hand account of the linguistic environment in which it has been created, and its current forms. he is

a very good observer and describes nairobi in all its social complexity. he also makes use of the
many interviews he conducted over several years, and with the help of a strong anthropologist, he
describes his subjects in some detail. we are shown their world in their own words and what they

choose to emphasize: their own thoughts, their attitudes to sheng and sheng speakers, and a
description of their own linguistic environment, which lagat makes very clear is the product of the

way in which they interact with each other. the analysis of the sheng generational group is
particularly interesting. 5ec8ef588b
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